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Introduction
? Brief history of current systems
? How it looks to the user
?A tour of OPAC, Metalib and SFX
? Some databases
? Issues and concerns
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History
? Aleph installed in 2001 – OPAC
?Metalib launched in Summer 2002 
? 600% increase in use of some databases
? SFX shortly afterwards
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Today – 180 databases and c6500 
e-journals
?Wish to make as much as possible 
electronic with seamless links
? This fits with user demands and web culture
? But dangers if print ignored – could just 
scratch the surface – poor research
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Library OPAC
? OPAC gives details for all library stock and 
also links to e-journals
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Metalib
?Metalib provides a one stop shop for all our 
databases, internet resources and CDROMS
? Resources arranged by Department
? Cross searching of some databases
? Links to all remote databases
? User can customise their own lists
? E-journal listings soon
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SFX
? SFX gives links to library catalogue and full 
text, from Metalib and many other 
databases
? Helps with the catalogue search – not an 
indication that we hold the item
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Live Databases
? All Databases can be accessed directly from 
within Metalib. 
? Used for those that are not cross searchable 
and for access to advanced features
? SFX and other full text links work in some 
databases
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Information Skills Training
? All students, staff and researchers have access to 
the full collection of databases and e-journals, on, 
or off-campus.
? We need to show users how to think about their 
search, put a strategy together, carry out the 
search, on different interfaces, review results, re-
run, set up CA, use PBS………
? There is limited time!
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Information Skills Training
? Variety of routes:
? Formal demonstrations
? Lectures 
?Hands on
? Information desks - enquiries
?One-to-one sessions
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Issues
? Excellent progress.
? Life getting easier all the time – many more 
links to full text every day.
?Must keep pushing though as users demand 
more, simple linking
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Issues - Users
? Users sometimes do not understand why 
there are multiple databases which give 
access to a variety of journals.  
?Many different players. 
? Often not seamless – need for multiple 
searches
?We need to sort it out or users will go away 
or carry out poor searches
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Issues
?With many suppliers promoting their 
interfaces and linking routes, the user 
organisation can be invisible to the user
?With any linking technologies is there a 
chance that the user organisation can get it’s 
brand or image visible too?
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Issues
? Please can we have simple routes to full text 
with consistent terminology. 
? Out with jargon
? Avoid the need to explain mechanics of 
multiple full text systems
? To give more precious time so we can 
concentrate on  – the search strategy, the 
search interface, advanced searching…..
